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Abstract
Location-aware communication systems are expected to play a pivotal part in the next generation
of mobile communication networks. Therefore, there is a need to understand the localization limits in
these networks, particularly, using millimeter-wave technology (mmWave). Towards that, we address
the uplink and downlink localization limits in terms of 3D position and orientation error bounds for
mmWave multipath channels. We also carry out a detailed analysis of the dependence of the bounds on
different system parameters. Our key findings indicate that the uplink and downlink behave differently in
two distinct ways. First of all, the error bounds have different scaling factors with respect to the number
of antennas in the uplink and downlink. Secondly, uplink localization is sensitive to the orientation angle
of the user equipment (UE), whereas downlink is not. Moreover, in the considered outdoor scenarios,
the non-line-of-sight paths generally improve localization when a line-of-sight path exists. Finally, our
numerical results show that mmWave systems are capable of localizing a UE with sub-meter position
error, and sub-degree orientation error.
I. INTRODUCTION
A strong candidate for the fifth generation of mobile communication (5G) is millimeter-wave
(mmWave) multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) technology, where both the user equipment
(UE) and the base station (BS) are equipped with arrays of large number of antennas, and operate
at a carrier frequency in the range of 30–300 GHz [1]–[5]. Location-aided systems are expected
to have a wide range of applications in 5G mmWave communication [6], whether for vehicular
communications [7], assisted living applications [8], or to support the communication robustness
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and effectiveness in different aspects such as resource allocation [9], beamforming [10], [11],
and pilot assignment [12]. Therefore, the study of positioning in 5G mmWave systems becomes
specially imperative. Due to the use of directional beamforming in mmWave, in addition to the
UE position also the UE orientation plays an important role in location-aided systems.
Conventionally position information is obtained by GPS, though this has several limitations.
Most importantly, GPS suffers from degraded performance in outdoor rich-scattering scenarios
and urban canyons, and may fail to provide a position fix for indoor scenarios. Even in good
conditions, GPS positioning accuracy ranges between 1–5 meters. To address these limitations,
there has been intense research on competing radio-based localization technologies. To under-
stand the fundamental behavior of any technology, the Crame´r-Rao lower bound (CRLB)[13] or
related bounds can be used. The CRLB provides a lower bound on the variance of an unbiased
estimator of a certain parameter. The square-root of the CRLB of the position and the orientation
are termed the position error bound (PEB), and the orientation error bound (OEB), respectively.
PEB and OEB can be computed indirectly by transforming the bounds of the channel parameters,
namely: directions of arrival (DOA), directions of departure (DOD), and time of arrival (TOA).
For conventional MIMO systems, the bounds of the 2D channel parameters are derived in [14],
based on received digital signals and uniform linear arrays (ULA), while bounds are derived in
[15] based on 3D channel matrix with no transmit beamforming. It was found that having more
transmit and receive antennas is beneficial for estimating the DOA and DOD. In both [14], [15]
beamforming was not considered. The bounds on the channel parameters can be transformed into
PEB and OEB as in [16]–[19] that considered 2D cooperative wideband localization, highlighting
the benefit of large bandwidths.
MmWave communication combines large antenna arrays with large bandwidths, and should be
promising for localization, then. In [20], PEB and OEB for 2D mmWave downlink localization
using ULA are reported, while [21] considers 2D uplink multi-anchor localization. Furthermore,
for indoor scenarios, PEB and OEB are analyzed in [22] for 3D mmWave uplink localization with
a single beam whose direction is assumed to be known. Multipath environments are considered
in the works in [20]–[22]. However, the difference between the uplink and downlink for 3D and
2D with large number of antennas and analog transmit beamforming is yet to be investigated.
In this paper, we consider 3D mmWave localization for both the uplink and downlink under
multipath conditions, and derive and analyze the PEB and OEB using multi-beam directional
beamforming with arbitrary array geometry. By nature, these bounds are theoretical, and serve
as benchmarks to assess location estimation techniques, and study the feasibility of how well the
location and orientation can be potentially estimated. We derive these bounds by transforming the
Fisher information matrix (FIM) of the channel parameters into the FIM of location parameters.
We stress that although the channel parameters FIM is structured similarly in the uplink and
downlink, this is untrue for the location parameters FIM, which is obtained by transforming the
FIM of the channel parameters. This transformation is different in the uplink and downlink and
leads to different PEB and OEB. The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• Based on the low-scattering sparse nature of the mmWave channel and the resulting geometrical
model, we show that, under some conditions, the multipath parameter estimation can be
reduced to a problem of multiple single-path estimation. We refer to this reduction as the
approximate approach. These conditions are highly relevant in mmWave due to channel
sparsity, high number of antennas at the receiver and transmitter, and the very large bandwidth.
• We derive the single-path CRLB of the channel parameters in a closed-form for arbitrary ge-
ometry, and show how these bounds are related to the PEB and OEB bounds. We also propose
closed-form expressions of PEB and OEB for 3D and 2D line-of-sight (LOS) localization.
• We derive the PEB and OEB for general uplink and downlink localization, based on exact
and approximate approaches, and show the asymmetry between uplink and downlink via both
analytical scaling results and numerical simulations with a uniform rectangular array (URA).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the problem statement, before
deriving the channel parameters FIM in Section III, for arbitrary arrays and 3D localization. The
transformation of the channel parameters FIM into PEB and OEB is detailed in Section, IV. The
numerical results and the conclusions are reported in Sections V and VI, respectively.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. System Geometry
We consider a BS equipped with an array of NBS antennas arranged in an arbitrary but known
geometry whose centroid, i.e., geometric center, is located at the origin (O), and orientation angle
is oBS = [0, 0]T. On the other hand, the centroid of the UE is located at an unknown position
p = [px, py, pz]
T and equipped with a second array of NUE antennas arranged in an arbitrary but
known geometry with an unknown orientation o = [θ0, φ0]T, aligning the UE with the rotated
axes x′, y′ and z′. An example with URAs is shown in Fig. 1. φ0 is defined as the rotation around
the z-axis, while θ0 is defined as the rotation around the −x′-axis. Thus, the UE array elements
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Fig. 1. An example scenario composed of a URA of NUE = NBS = 81 antennas, and M paths. We use the spherical coordinate
system highlighted in the top right corner. The axes labeled x′, y′, z′ are the result of rotating the array by (θ0, φ0).
locations is obtained using a rotation matrix R(θ0, φ0) derived in Section IV-A2. Considering
two orientation angles is highly relevant in applications such as vehicular communication and
robotics, where the UE turns left and right, or goes up or down hills, without rotating the vehicle
axis. There are M ≥ 1 paths between BS and UE, where the first path is LOS, while with the
other M − 1 paths are associated with clusters located at qm = [qm,x, qm,y, qm,z]T, 2 ≤ m ≤M .
These clusters can be reflectors or scatterers. Due to the mmWave propagation characteristics,
the number of paths is small [2] and correspond to single-bounce reflections [20], [23]. It was
experimentally observed in [24] that the average value of M under mmWave propagation in an
urban environment in New York City is 2 to 3 paths with a maximum of 4 paths present. This
resulted in modeling M by a Poisson mass function whose average is 1.8 and 1.9 at 28 GHz,
and 73 GHz, respectively. Thus, the channel is considered spatially sparse, and the parameters of
different paths are assumed to be distinct, i.e., unique DOAs, DODs, TOAs and channel gains.
B. Channel Model
Denote the mth DOD and DOA by (θT,m, φT,m) and (θR,m, φR,m), 1 ≤ m ≤ M , respectively,
where the related unit-norm array response vectors are given by [25]
aT,m(θT,m, φT,m) ,
1√
NT
e−j∆
T
Tk(θT,m,φT,m), ∈ CNT (1)
aR,m(θR,m, φR,m) ,
1√
NR
e−j∆
T
Rk(θR,m,φR,m), ∈ CNR (2)
where k(θ, φ) = 2pi
λ
[cosφ sin θ, sinφ sin θ, cos θ]T is the wavenumber vector, λ is the wavelength,
∆R , [uR,1,uR,2, · · · ,uR,NR ], uR,n , [xR,n, yR,n, zR,n]T is a vector of Cartesian coordinates of
the nth receiver element, and NR is the number of receiving antennas. NT, ∆T and uT,n are
defined similarly1. We drop the angle parameters from the notation of aT,m, and aR,m.
Denoting the TOA of the mth path by τm, the channel can be expressed2 as
H(t) =
M∑
m=1
Hmδ(t− τm), (3)
From Fig. 1, assuming synchronization3, τm = Dm/c, where Dm = d1,m + d2,m, for m > 1 and
Hm ,
√
NRNTβmaR,ma
H
T,m ∈ CNR×NT , (4)
where βm is the complex gain of the mth path. Finally, we define the following vectors
θR , [θR,1, θR,2, ..., θR,M ]T,
φR , [φR,1, φR,2, ..., φR,M ]T,
θT , [θT,1, θT,2, ..., θT,M ]T,
φT , [φT,1, φT,2, ..., φT,M ]T,
β , [β1, β2, ..., βM ]T,
τ , [τ1, τ2, ..., τM ]T.
C. Transmission Model
The transmitter sends a signal
√
EsFs(t), where Es is the transmitted energy per symbol
duration, F , [f1, f2, ...fNB ] is a directional beamforming matrix, where
f` =
1√
NB
aT,`(θ`, φ`), 1 ≤ ` ≤ NB (5)
is a beam pointing towards (θ`, φ`) of the same form as (1), and NB is the number of transmitted
beams. The pilot signal s(t) , [s1(t), s2(t), ..., sNB(t)]T is expressed as
s`(t) =
Ns−1∑
k=0
a`,kp(t− kTs), 1 ≤ ` ≤ NB, (6)
where a`,k are known unit-energy pilot symbols transmitted over the `th beam, and p(t), is a
unit-energy pulse with a power spectral density (PSD), denoted by |P (f)|2. In (6), Ns is the
number of pilot symbols and Ts is the symbol duration, leading to a total observation time
of To ≈ NsTs. To keep the transmitted power fixed with NT and NB, we set Tr
(
FHF
)
= 1,
1The subscripts T and R refer to the transmit and receive sides, respectively, regardless of using the uplink or downlink. On
the other hand, when the notation is unique to the base station or the user equipment, we use the subscript BS and UE.
2We use a narrow-band array model, so that Amax  c/W , where Amax is maximum array aperture, c is speed of light, and
W is the system bandwidth [25].
3We rely on the commonly used synchronization assumption e.g., [8], [14], [16]–[19], [21], to gain fundamental understanding.
We, however, realize that in practice synchronization errors must be accounted for in protocols and algorithms. This can be done
by, e.g., a two-way protocol or a joint localization and synchronization approach, which is beyond the scope of this paper.
E{s(t)sH(t)} = INB , where Tr (·) denotes the matrix trace, and INB is the NB-dimensional
identity matrix.
The received signal observed at the input of the receive beamformer is given by
r(t) ,
M∑
m=1
√
EsHmFs(t− τm) + n(t), t ∈ [0, To], (7)
where n(t) , [n1(t), n2(t), ..., nNR(t)]T ∈ CNR is zero-mean white Gaussian noise with PSD
N0. Similar to [26], [27], we assume that a low-noise amplifier and a passband filter are attached
to each receive antenna. While this may seem a restrictive assumption, it will allow us to derive
the PEB and OEB, which are fundamental lower bounds irrespective of the type of processing
performed at the receiver, such as receive beamforming.
D. 3D Localization Problem
Our objective is to derive the UE PEB and OEB, based on the observed signal, r(t), for
both the uplink and downlink. We achieve this in two steps: firstly, we derive bounds on the
channel parameters, namely, direction of arrival, (θR,φR), direction of departure, (θT,φT), time
of arrival τ , and paths gains, β. Secondly, we transform these bounds into the position domain.
III. FISHER INFORMATION MATRIX OF THE CHANNEL PARAMETERS
We first derive exact expressions for the entries of the FIM. Then, we determine the conditions
under which the individual paths can be considered orthogonal. Subsequently, we provide closed-
form expressions of the CRLB for the single-path case for 3D and 2D localization.
A. Exact Expression
Let us define the parameter vector
ϕ , [θTR,θTT,φTR,φTT, τT,βTR,βTI ]T, (8)
where βR , <{β}, and βI , ={β} are the real and imaginary parts of β, respectively, and ϕu
is the uth element in ϕ. Then, the corresponding FIM, partitioned into M ×M submatrices, is
structured as
Jϕ ,

JθRθR JθRθT · · · JθRβI
JTθRθT
. . . · · · ...
... · · · . . . ...
JTθRτ · · · · · · JβIβI
 , (9)
where, due to the additive white Gaussian noise [13],
[Jϕ]u,v ,
1
N0
To∫
0
<
{
∂µHϕ(t)
∂ϕu
∂µϕ(t)
∂ϕv
}
dt, (10)
where µϕ(t) is the noiseless part of received signal in (7), given by
µϕ(t) ,
√
NRNTEs
M∑
m=1
βmaR,ma
H
T,mFs(t− τm). (11)
We now introduce the following matrices to simplify the notation
K˜R,m , diag
(
∂
∂θR,m
∆TRk(θR,m, φR,m)
)
,
PR , [P˜R,1aR,1, P˜R,2aR,2, ..., P˜R,NRaR,NR ],
AR , [aR,1, aR,2, ..., aR,NR ],
P˜R,m , diag
(
∂
∂φR,m
∆TRk(θR,m, φR,m)
)
,
KR , [K˜R,1aR,1, K˜R,2aR,2, ..., K˜R,NRaR,NR ],
B , diag(β)
(12)
with similar expression, obtained by replacing “R” with “T”. It is shown in Appendix A that
each submatrix in (9) is of the form
Jx,x′ = <{(RX factor) (TX factor) (signal factor)} , (13)
where  denotes the Hadamard product, the RX factor relates to the receiver array, the TX
factor relates to the transmitter array and beamforming, and the signal factor relates to the pilot
signals. The RX factor is a product of the matrices {ARB,KRB,PRB}, while the TX part is a
product of similar matrices {FHAT,FHKT,FHPT}, associated with the transmitter as well as
F. Under the assumption of i.i.d. symbols, the signal factor depends on
[Ri]uv ,
W/2∫
−W/2
(2pif)i|P (f)|2e−j2pif∆τuvdf, (14)
in which ∆τuv , τv − τu, i ∈ {0, 1, 2}, and W is the signal bandwidth. The signal factor in
(14) represents the correlation between different paths obtained in the frequency domain using
Parseval’s theorem. See (46), (50) and (51). For instance, defining the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
as γ , NRNTNsEs/N0, it can be verified that
JθRθR = γ<
{
(BHKHRKRB) (AHTFFHAT)T R0
}
. (15)
The remaining entries of (9) exhibit the structure in (13), as listed in Appendix A. Note that the
FIMs in (9) and (49) scale linearly with SNR, meaning that CRLB decreases as SNR increases.
B. Approximate Fisher Information of the Channel Parameters
The exact FIMs presented in Section III-A provide the exact CRLB of the channel parameters.
However, under some circumstances, it is possible to simplify this computation by reducing the
submatrices of the FIMs to either diagonal or zero matrices, by exploiting the structure in (13).
Inspired by [28], we start by introducing the following definition
Definition 1. Given a square matrix A(κ) that can be decomposed into a diagonal matrix
D(κ) 6= 0 plus a hollow matrix E(κ) 6= 0, then A(κ) = D(κ) + E(κ) is almost diagonal (AD)
for any parameter κ if
lim
κ→∞
δ(A, κ) , lim
κ→∞
‖E(κ)‖F
‖D(κ)‖F = 0, (16)
where ‖ · ‖F denotes the Frobenius norm.
We now use Definition 1 to inspect the factors in (13), and understand the behavior under
typical mmWave conditions, i.e., large transmit and receive arrays and large system bandwidth.
• Factor 1 – Receiver Side: For a large number of receive antennas, the power received from
a direction (θR,u, φR,u) via a steering vector in the direction (θR,v, φR,v) is very small, i.e.,
‖aHR,uaR,v‖  ‖aR,u‖2, u 6= v. Thus, limNR→∞ δ(AHRAR, NR) = 0. Similarly, considering the
exponential form of aR,m and that K˜R,m, P˜R,m are diagonal,
lim
NR→∞
δ(KHRKR, NR) = lim
NR→∞
δ(PHRPR, NR) = lim
NR→∞
δ(KHRPR, NR) = 0.
On the other hand, using the facts that the BS centroid is at the origin, then for uplink
Tr(K˜R,m) =
∑NR
n=0
∂
∂θR
∆TRk =
(∑NR
n=0 ∆
T
R
)
∂
∂θR
k = 0, and similarly, Tr(P˜R,m) = 0, and
that the UE centroid is at p, then for downlink Tr(K˜R,m) = pT ∂∂θmk, Tr(P˜R,m) = p
T ∂
∂φm
k.
Moreover, Noting that [KHRAR]m,m = Tr(K˜R,m)/NR, then, for both uplink or downlink,
lim
NR→∞
KHRAR = lim
NR→∞
PHRAR = 0M×M . (18)
where 0M×M is an M ×M matrix of zeros.
• Factor 2 – Transmitter Side: The transmitter side contributes to the FIM in (15) by AHTFF
HAT.
Recalling that [AHTFF
HAT]u,v = a
H
T,uFF
HaT,v, the right-hand side term can be interpreted as
the spatial cross-correlation between the uth and the vth DODs. So, considering directional
beamforming, as NT increases, the beams become narrower, leading to
lim
NT→∞
aHT,uFF
HaT,v ≈ 0 u 6= v. (19)
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Fig. 2. An example on the approximate FIM in (9) with M = 2. The red-pattern and blue-strip cells represent the non-zero
entries of the FIM and correspond to m = 1, and m = 2, respectively. Re-ordering the FIM on the left yields the FIMs in (38).
Moreover, for extremely narrow beams, the likelihood of covering the vth DOD is almost zero,
lim
NT→∞
aHT,vFF
HaT,v = lim
NT→∞
‖FHaT,v‖2 ≈ 0. (20)
In this extreme case, AHTFF
HAT ≈ 0, which implies the whole FIM is zero. However, since
(19) approaches 0 faster than (20), the transmission over directional beamforming should be
restricted to NT <∞. That said, there are cases where (20) does not hold and AHTFFHAT
is AD, e.g., when using random beamforming [29]. By inspection, a similar statement can be
made for (PHTFF
HPT)
T, (KHTFF
HKT)
T, and (PHTFF
HKT)
T.
• Factor 3: Multipath Cross-Correlation: It can be shown that the cross-correlation functions
in (14) are even in ∆τuv for i = 0, 2 and have maxima on their diagonals. These maxima are
constant with values 1 and 4pi2W 2eff , respectively, where W
2
eff =
∫W/2
−W/2 f
2|P (f)|2df . Moreover,
lim
W→∞
δ(R0,W ) = 0, lim
W→∞
δ(R2,W ) = 0. (21)
For any W , diag(R1) = 0M so that R1 is a hollow matrix, with limW→∞R1 = 0M×M . So,
in effect, the paths overlapping in time is negligible, which is consistent with [30] and [31].
In combination, given the Hadamard product of (13), and assuming NT < ∞, we find that
under typical mmWave conditions, due to the combined effect of large values of NR, and W ,
some submatrices of the FIM in (9) are AD, while the others are almost zero as shown in Fig. 2
(left). This effect relates to the fact that paths can be resolved in either direction of arrival,
direction, or delay domain, both of which reinforce each other in mmWave. In other words, it is
sufficient to have NR →∞ or W →∞ in order for the paths to be orthogonal. However, as it
is customary to have very large antenna arrays in mmWave systems, it is reasonable to assume
that paths are always orthogonal. Re-ordering the parameters, grouping them path by path, we
obtain the block diagonal FIM in Fig. 2 (right).
C. FIM of Single-Path mmWave Channel Parameters
Focusing on the FIM of the mth path, it is interesting to note that after obtaining the FIM in
Fig. 2 (right), it becomes evident that the estimation of τm is independent of any other parameter.
This follows from the fact that, for the mth path, ∆τmm = 0 and [R1]m,m = 0. Moreover, note
that the estimation of θR,m and φR,m is independent of the other parameters, unlike θT,m and
φT,m which depend on βm. This is because we use transmit beamforming only, hence power
gain has two components: channel gain and antenna directional gain.
We now use the notion of the equivalent FIM (EFIM) from [18] to isolate the effect of the
nuisance parameter β. EFIM is a measure of the information corresponding to a certain unknown
parameter, taking into account the uncertainties of the other unknown parameters.
Definition 2. Given a parameter vector θ , [θT1 ,θT2 ]T with corresponding FIM
Jθθ =
Jθ1θ1 Jθ1θ2
JTθ1θ2 Jθ2θ2
 , (22)
Then, the EFIM of θ1 is given by
Jeθ1θ1 = Jθ1θ1 − Jθ1θ2J−1θ2θ2JTθ1θ2 . (23)
Given the block-diagonal structure of the approximate FIM, it becomes meaningful to study
paths separately. Thus, considering β as a nuisance parameter, we focus on a single path, with
the parameters of interest being ϕch , [θR, θT, φR, φT, τ ]T, and write the EFIM of the DOA,
DOD, and TOA, from Appendix B, as follows
Jeϕch =
Jeθ,φ 04
0T4 γ|β|24pi2GW 2eff
 , (24)
where
Jeθ,φ = γ|β|2

RθG 0 Xθ,φG 0
0 LθG 0
Yθ,φ
G
Xθ,φG 0 RφG 0
0
Yθ,φ
G 0
Lφ
G
 , (25)
in which
Rθ , aHRK˜2RaR,
Rφ , aHRP˜2RaR,
Vθ , aHTK˜TFFHaT,
Vφ , aHTP˜TFFHaT.
Lθ , GTθ − |Vθ|2,
Lφ , GTφ − |Vφ|2,
Tθ , aHTK˜TFFHK˜TaT,
Tφ , aHTP˜TFFHP˜TaT,
G , aHTFFHaT,
Xθ,φ , aHRK˜RP˜RaR,
Yθ,φ , GY ′θ,φ −<{VφV ∗θ },
Y ′θ,φ , <{aHTP˜TFFHK˜TaT},
Note that G denotes the transmit array gain in a direction θT, while Rθ, Rφ, Tθ, and Tφ are the
information contents related to the spatial aspects of the received signal and correspond to θR,
φR, θT, and φT, excluding the SNR, i.e., the integrands in (10). Similarly, Vθ, Vφ, Xθ,φ, and Y ′θ,φ
respectively represent the mutual spatial information between θT and β, φT and β, θR and φR,
and θT and φT. Consequently, Lθ and Lφ represent the equivalent Fisher spatial information of
θT and φT, respectively, after removing the dependence on β. Finally, Yθ,φ denotes the equivalent
mutual information of θT and φT, after removing the dependence on β.
The CRLB of the channel parameters for arbitrary array geometries is provided below.
Proposition 1. Based on the FIM in (24), the CRLBs of the DOA, DOD and TOA are given by
CRLB (θR)=
1
γ|β|2 G
(
Rθ − X
2
θ,φ
Rφ
) = Rφ
γζ1|β|2G, (26a)
CRLB (φR)=
1
γ|β|2 G
(
Rφ − X
2
θ,φ
Rθ
) = Rθ
γζ1|β|2G, (26b)
CRLB (θT)=
G
γ|β|2
(
Lθ − Y
2
θ,φ
Lφ
) = GLφ
γζ2|β|2 , (26c)
CRLB (φT)=
G
γ|β|2
(
Lφ − Y
2
θ,φ
Lθ
) = GLθ
γζ2|β|2 , (26d)
CRLB(τ) =
1
(4pi2W 2eff)(γ|β|2G)
. (26e)
where ζ1 = RθRφ −X2θ,φ, and ζ2 = LθLφ − Y 2θ,φ.
Proof. See Appendix B.
Note that the CRLBs consists of two components: Firstly, there is an SNR component rep-
resented by γ|β|2 G for the receiver angles, and by G/(γ|β|2) for the transmitter angles. This
component is inversely proportional to the CRLBs, which means with higher SNR, the CRLBs of
the channel parameters decrease. Secondly, there is a spatial information part in the parentheses
containing the equivalent information after removing the dependence on the other parameter.
Recall that for 2D localization, when the UE and BS are located in the xy-plane. Thus,
ignoring the terms relating to the coupling between θ and φ in Proposition 1 leads to
CRLB(φR) =
1
γ|β|2RφG, CRLB(φT) =
G
γ|β|2Lφ , (27a)
while CRLB(τ) is unchanged.
IV. FISHER INFORMATION OF THE LOCATION PARAMETERS
In the preceding sections, we have seen how the FIM of the multipath channel parameters can
be approximated by multiple single-path FIMs. We have also derived the single-path FIM for
different settings. In this section, we derive the PEB and the OEB by applying a transformation
[13] to the EFIM of DOA, DOD, and TOA, computed from (9), to obtain the exact FIM of
position and orientation. We also transform Jϕch , defined in (24), to obtain the approximate one.
A. PEB and OEB: Exact Approach
1) General Formulation: In this section, we derive the PEB and OEB based on the EFIM of
the multipath channel parameters of interest ϕCH , [θT,φT, τT]T. We do so by first transforming
JeϕCH to a FIM of the location parameters ϕL , [oT,pT,qT]T, where
θ =
[
θTR,θ
T
T
]T
, φ =
[
φTR,φ
T
T
]T
, q ,
[
qT2 ,q
T
3 , · · · ,qTM
]T
.
Towards that, we write
JϕL , ΥJeϕCHΥ
T ,
Ψ Φ
ΦT Ω
 , (28)
where Ψ ∈ R5×5, Ω ∈ R3(M−1)×3(M−1) and
Υ , ∂ϕ
T
CH
∂ϕL
=

∂θT
∂o
∂φT
∂o
∂τT
∂o
∂θT
∂p
∂φT
∂p
∂τT
∂p
∂θT
∂q
∂φT
∂q
∂τT
∂q
 . (29)
Consequently, the EFIM of the position p and orientation o is found via Schur’s complement as
Jeo,p = Ψ−ΦΩ−1ΦT. (30)
Finally, the squared-PEB (SPEB) and squared-OEB (SOEB) are defined as
SOEB =
[
(Jeo,p)
−1]
1,1
+
[
(Jeo,p)
−1]
2,2
, (31a)
SPEB =
[
(Jeo,p)
−1]
3,3
+
[
(Jeo,p)
−1]
4,4
+
[
(Jeo,p)
−1]
5,5
. (31b)
2) Transformation for Uplink and Downlink: The relationships governing the UE position and
orientation with the BS and UE angles are different. Therefore, unlike Jϕ, the structure of Υ
and, effectively, Jeo,p, depends on whether the uplink or downlink is used for signal transmission.
For this reason, we switch to the explicit notation with the subscripts BS and UE,
θ =

[
θTBS,θ
T
UE
]T
, uplink[
θTUE,θ
T
BS
]T
, downlink
, φ =

[
φTBS,φ
T
UE
]T
, uplink[
φTUE,φ
T
BS
]T
, downlink.
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Fig. 3. Two-step derivation of the UE angle in 2D. It is easy to see that φUE = tan−1
(
p′y/p
′
x
)
, where p′ = −Rz(−φ0)p.
where φBS and θBS denote the vectors of the azimuth and elevation angles at the BS, and φUE
and θUE are the azimuth and elevation angles at the UE.
Starting with LOS and using the spherical coordinates, it can be seen from Fig. 1 that
θBS,1 = cos
−1 (pz/‖p‖) , φBS,1 = tan−1 (py/px) , τ1 = ‖p‖/c. (33a)
However, the relationship of the UE angles with the position and orientation angles are not as
obvious. Therefore, we resort to the two-step procedure illustrated in Fig. 3 for 2D, but easily
extensible to 3D. In the first step, we shift the coordinate system origin to the UE, hence, the BS
is shifted to −p. In the second step, the coordinate system is rotated in the negative direction of
the orientation angle (φ0). Consequently, the BS location is also rotated, and the UE angles are
then taken as the spherical coordinates of the new BS location. Mathematically, this location is
given by p′ = −Rz(−φ0)p = −R−1z (φ0)p, where Rz(φ0) is the rotation matrix in the direction
φ0 around the positive z-axis. Generalizing this result to the 3D case yields,
p′ = −R−1(θ0, φ0)p. (34)
Consequently, defining p′ , [p′x, p′y, p′z]T and noting that ‖p‖ = ‖p′‖, we write
θUE,1 = cos
−1 (p′z/‖p‖) , φUE,1 = tan−1
(
p′y/p
′
x
)
. (35a)
With the right-hand rule in mind, the rotation considered in this paper (See Fig. 1) is a rotation
by φ0 around the z-axis, followed by another rotation by θ0 around the negative x′-axis. Thus,
the rotation matrix is given by [32]
R(θ0, φ0) = Rz(φ0)R−x′(θ0) =

cosφ0 − sinφ0 cos θ0 − sinφ0 sin θ0
sinφ0 cosφ0 cos θ0 cosφ0 sin θ0
0 − sin θ0 cos θ0
 . (36)
Note that R(θ0, φ0) is orthogonal and hence satisfies R−1(θ0, φ0) = RT(θ0, φ0).
Next, considering the NLOS paths (2 ≤ m ≤M ) and using the same procedure, the following
relations can be obtained
θUE,m = cos
−1 (w′m,z/‖wm‖) ,
φUE,m = tan
−1 (w′m,y/w′m,x) ,
τm = (‖qm‖+ ‖wm‖) /c,
θBS,m = cos
−1 (qm,z/‖qm‖) ,
φBS,m = tan
−1 (qm,y/qm,x) ,
wm = p− qm,
(37)
where w′m , [w′m,x, w′m,y, w′m,z]T = −RT(θ0, φ0)wm. Based on (33), (35), and (37), the non-zero
elements of Υ are listed in Appendix C.
B. PEB and OEB: Approximate Approach
In Section III-B, it was concluded that, under certain conditions, the multiple paths arriving
at the receiver can be treated as non-interfering paths carrying independent information. Thus,
we can write the total FIM of position and orientation as a sum of the individual FIMs obtained
by transforming the CRLBs of DODs, DOAs, and TOAs of these paths individually.
Proposition 2. Let J(m)ϕs be the FIM of the mth path parameters depicted in Fig. 2 (left), so that
J(m)ϕs ,
Λm Πm
ΠTm Ξm
 , (38)
where Λm ∈ R5×5 is the FIM of θR,m, θT,m, φR,m, φT,m, and τm, Ξm ∈ R2×2 is the FIM of βR,m
and βI,m, and Πm ∈ R5×2 is the mutual information matrix of parameters of Λm and Ξm .
Moreover, denote the EFIM of the mth DOA, DOD, and TOA by
Λem = Λm −ΠmΞ−1m ΠTm, (39)
and the corresponding transformation matrix in block form by
Υm ,

Υ1, m = 1[
Υ
T
m Υ
T
m
]T
, 2 ≤ m ≤M
(40)
where Υm is the 5× 5 matrix relating to o and p, and Υm is the 3× 5 matrix relating to qm.
Then, the approximate EFIM of o and p is given by
J˜eo,p ,
M∑
m=1
J(m)o,p =
M∑
m=1
ΥmΛmΥ
T
m
−
M∑
m=1
ΥmΠmΞ
−1
m Π
T
mΥ
T
m︸ ︷︷ ︸
path gains uncertainty
−
M∑
m=2
ΥmΛ
e
mΥ
T
m
(
ΥΛemΥ
T
)−1
ΥmΛ
e
mΥ
T
m︸ ︷︷ ︸
clusters locations uncertainty
. (41)
Proof. See Appendix D.
We make the following remarks form (41). Firstly, due to the additive nature of the EFIM,
the FIM of the useful localization information (TOA, DOA, DOD) of the M paths accumulate
positively to construct the first term. On the other hand, the channel gain, βm, is a nuisance
unknown parameter which needs to be estimated despite not being useful for localization. Not
knowing βm decreases the amount of available information as highlighted by the negative second
term comprising Πm, the mutual information relating β with TOA, DOA, and DOD. Finally,
since m = 1 is assumed to be a LOS path, the third term is defined starting from m = 2. This
term is also negative, indicating the information loss due to the unknown clusters’ locations, qm.
C. Closed-Form Expressions for LOS
Although it is hard to derive closed-form solutions of the general case of PEB and OEB, here
we present expressions for the LOS case (M = 1).
Proposition 3. For the problem set in Section II, in the existence of a LOS path only, the 3D
localization PEB and OEB of a UE located at p with an orientation angle o are given by
SPEB =‖p‖2 CRLB(θBS) + ‖p‖2 sin2 θBS CRLB(φBS) + c2 CRLB(τ), (42a)
SOEB =b1 CRLB(θBS) + b2 CRLB(φBS) + b3σ
2
θBSφBS
+b4 CRLB(θUE) + b5 CRLB(φUE) + b6σ
2
θUEφUE
. (42b)
where σ2θBSφBS and σ
2
θUEφUE
are covariance terms arising from the mutual information of the
angles in the subscript, and b1, ..., b6 are as given in Appendix E.
Proof. See Appendix E.
In light of (42), it can be seen that SPEB depends on the BS angles rather than the UE angles.
In other words, SPEB depends on CRLB(DOA) in the uplink, and CRLB(DOD) in the downlink,
which have different expressions in (26). Thus, SPEB is asymmetric in these two cases. On the
other hand, SOEB depends on both UE angles and BS angles, albeit with different weights in the
uplink and downlink. As a result, although the SOEB expression in (42) is valid for both uplink
and downlink, SOEB is asymmetric in general. Finally, for the 2D special case, it can be shown
that, discarding the terms related to the elevation angles, SOEB = CRLB(φBS) + CRLB(φUE)
and SPEB = c2 CRLB(τ) + ‖p‖2 CRLB(φBS).
These results can be used to determine scaling laws. Evaluating (26) for URA, the scaling laws
for the CRLBs of the channel parameters are listed in Table I, while those for ULA are obtained
TABLE I
SCALING FACTORS OF CRLBS OF THE CHANNEL PARAMETERS, PEB AND OEB
CRLB(θR) CRLB(θT) CRLB(φR) CRLB(φT) CRLB(τ) SOEB SPEB (DL) SPEB (UL)
URA N−2R N
−1
R N
−2
R N
−1
R N
−1
R N
−1
R +N
−2
R N
−1
R N
−1
R +N
−2
R
ULA N/A N/A N−3R N
−1
R N
−1
R N
−1
R +N
−3
R N
−1
R N
−1
R +N
−3
R
in [29]. We see that URAs and ULAs have different scaling, in that for CRLB(φR) scales with
1/N2R for URAs, but with 1/N
3
R for ULAs. This can be explained by noting that these scaling
factor consist of two multiplicative components: SNR improvement that scales with 1/NR for
both geometries, and a spatial resolution that depends on the squared number of antennas in the
direction of x-axis, that is 1/N2R for ULAs, and 1/(
√
NR)
2 for URAs.
To obtain scaling laws for SPEB and SOEB, we highlight that while the expressions in (42)
are valid for both uplink and downlink, the values of the CRLBs in the expressions are different
in these two cases (see (26)). The CRLB(DOA) and CRLB(DOD) have different scaling laws
and thus SPEB will scale differently in the uplink and downlink. However, since b1, ..., b6 do
not depend on the number of antennas, the scaling factors of SOEB is unchanged in both cases.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Simulation Environment
Although the theoretical results are valid for any arbitrary array geometry, we focus on URAs,
as an example of 3D localization. Particularly, we consider a scenario where a BS with square
array is located in the xz-plane centered at the origin with
√
NBS ×
√
NBS antenna elements
and a height of hBS = 10 meters. The UE, operating at f = 38 GHz, is equipped with a square
array which have
√
NUE ×
√
NUE antenna elements, and assumed to be tilted by an orientation
angle of 0◦ or 10◦ in both azimuth and elevation. We investigate the performance over a flat
120◦ sector of a sectorized cell with a radius of 50 meters. The UE is assumed to be located
anywhere in this sector, which lies in the plane z = −hBS = −10 meters. Moreover, we consider
an ideal sinc pulse so that W 2eff = W
2/3, where W = 125 MHz, Es/Ts = 0 dBm, N0 = −170
dBm/Hz, and Ns = 16 pilot symbols. The LOS SNR at any location in the sector is given by
SNR[dB] = 144.24+20 log10 |β|+20 log10 ‖aTF‖, with 95% of the locations having an SNR of
at least 30 dB. We utilize the directional beamforming scheme defined in (5). In the downlink
case, the directions of the beams are fixed and chosen such that the beams centers are equispaced
on the ground. On the other hand, in the uplink, the centers of beams are fixed and equispaced
on a virtual sector containing the BS. Initially, when the UE has zero orientation, i.e, lying in
Fig. 4. A cell sectorized into three sectors, each served by 25 beams directed towards a grid on the ground in the downlink
(left) and towards a virtual grid in uplink (right). The grid has the same orientation as the UE.
the xz-plane and facing the BS (See Fig. 1), this virtual sector lies in the horizontal plane z = 0
meters. The beamforming angles are measured with respect to the UE array plane. Thus, when
the orientation of the UE is non-zero, the virtual plane is rotated by the same orientation angles.
Fig. 4 depicts an example with NB = 25 for both downlink and uplink.
The environment comprises scatterers and reflectors, with scatterers distributed arbitrarily in
the 3D space, and reflectors placed close to the sector edge, as shown in the example scenario in
Fig. 5. We use 5 reflectors placed at the edge of the sector, not to obscure the area behind them
if placed otherwise. We also use 15 scatterers distributed arbitrarily in the volume formed by the
sector as base, and the BS as height. We only consider the clusters that contribute by a power
greater than 10% of the LOS power. It is seen during the simulations that this configuration
leads to a maximum number of paths M = 6 at any location in the studied sector, which
is similar to the probability mass function in [24]. Accordingly, defining ϑ1 = 2piD1/λ and
ϑm = 2pi(d1,m + d2,m)/λ for m > 1, the complex channel gain of the mth path is modeled by
βm = |βm|ejϑm such that
|βm|2 = λ
2
(4pi)2

1/D21 LOS
ΓR/(d1,m + d2,m)
2 reflector
σ2RCS/(4pi(d1,md2,m)
2) scatterer,
(43)
where σ2RCS = 50 m
2, and ΓR = 0.7 are the radar cross section, and the reflection coefficient,
respectively. Although our derivations are valid for any path loss model, we use the model in (43)
and the corresponding parameters values to get comparative insights into the role of reflectors
and scatterers on the performance bounds. This may not be the typical case in reality where
scatterers are characterized by the roughness of the surfaces, which would lead to random path
loss, and consequently, random PEB and OEB. The locations of reflectors are computed using
the virtual transmitter method [33]. We evaluate the PEB and OEB for the following scenarios:
1) LOS: Free space propagation only, without NLOS paths.
Fig. 5. A scenario with LOS (black), 2 reflectors (blue) and 2 scatterers (red).
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Fig. 6. Receiver and Transmitter factors w.r.t. NR and NT for URA with different path separation angles. The separation angle
is the angle difference between the azimuth and elevation angles of the two paths.
2) LOS+R: A LOS path and M − 1 reflected NLOS paths.
3) LOS+S: A LOS path and M − 1 scattered NLOS paths.
4) LOS+C: A LOS path and a mix of both scattered and reflected NLOS paths.
5) NLOS: The LOS path is blocked, so only scattered and reflected NLOS paths exist.
All the following results are obtained with NB = 25, NT = NR = 144, unless otherwise stated.
We choose equal array sizes at the UE and BS to make the comparison of uplink and downlink
localization fair by having a symmetric channel setup. However, it is understood that more
complexity as allowed at the BS and its array can grow to larger sizes such as that in [34] to
have up to 10,000 antennas, which will improve the localization bounds presented herein, subject
to the number of beams used.
B. Tx and Rx Factors of the Approximate FIM
We now investigate numerically the trend of the RX and TX factors in (13) with respect to
NR and NT and the path separation angles, as shown in Fig. 6. Each subfigure is obtained for a
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Fig. 7. PEB and OEB of downlink LOS (left) and LOS+C (right). NR=NT=144. The dots denote the centers of beams, NB=25.
different separation angle, that is the azimuth and elevation angle difference between two paths.
It can be seen that with a separation of 10◦, NR = 100 and NT = 16, the corresponding factor
drops below -20 dB (1% of the maximum). On the other hand, for higher separation angles, the
two factors drop below -20 dB with less number of antennas. Finally, note that the approximate
FIM is obtained by a combined effect of these two factors, plus the signal factor. Therefore, if
NR ≥ 100 or NT ≥ 16, the total FIM will be almost diagonal.
C. Downlink PEB and OEB
Fig. 7 (left) shows the downlink PEB and OEB as a function of the UE location for the LOS
case with the BS located at (0, 0). With NT = NR = 144, and NB = 25, the maximum PEB in
the sector is 40 cm, while the maximum OEB is 1◦ in the LOS scenario. Note that from (42),
the PEB increases with ‖p‖. This explains the yellow area around the corners. Moreover, the
closer the UE to the BS, i.e., as θBS → pi, singularities appear in the FIM, and the OEB tends to
worsen, hence the yellow areas around the BS. Scatterers and reflectors are introduced in the 3D
space, so that a maximum of 5 clusters contribute at any given location. Based on that, Fig. 7
(right) shows the PEB and OEB for the LOS+C case. Although incorporating NLOS clusters
in the localization does not lower the maximum bound value, it improves the bounds at those
locations where the clusters’ signal are received. In the illustrated example, the clusters mainly
affect the top and center areas of the sector. Finally, note the yellow dots in the central area of
the PEB and OEB (LOS+C). These dots occur because at these locations, the scatterer blocks
the LOS, violating the unique parameters assumption, and causing singularities in the FIM.
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Fig. 8. The CDF of downlink PEB for different scenarios using the exact (solid) and approximate (dashed) FIM approaches.
To obtain a more concise and quantitative assessment of the performance, we collect all
the PEB and OEB values across the space and visualize them in a cumulative distribution
function (CDF). Subsequently, Fig. 8 shows PEB obtained for all 5 considered scenarios. The
PEB obtained from the approximate approach, is also shown in the figure. We observe the
following: overall, scatterers and/or reflectors improve the localization performance, compared
to the LOS-only scenario, despite the fact that more parameters need to be estimated. Scatterers
are mainly useful in providing rather low PEB improvement for many locations, while reflectors
can provide modest PEB improvement for fewer locations. When scatterers and reflectors are
combined, we see both phenomena. It is also apparent that the approximate approaches closely
follow the exact PEB and OEB and that the approximation always leads to a slightly lower PEB
and OEB, due to the independent paths assumption, under this approach. Note that at a 90%
CDF, the PEB values for LOS, LOS+R, LOS+S, LOS+C are 0.23 m, 0.21 m, 0.19 m and 0.18
m, respectively. Moreover, note that the NLOS scenario is unreliable, with a PEB of 0.5 m at
a 13% CDF, and reaches 90% CDF at a value that is irrelevant in mmWave localization. OEB
curves (not shown) look similar to those in Fig. 8, with 90% CDF ranging between 0.42◦ and
0.5◦ when a LOS exists. Finally, we obtained similar qualitative results with NR = 25, but with
PEB and OEB of 45− 55 cm and 1.77◦ − 1.84◦, at 90% CDF respectively, when a LOS exists.
D. The Selection of NB
In this section, we will evaluate the impact of the number of beams on downlink localization.
Considering directional beamforming and a given number of transmit antennas, i.e., a fixed
beamwidth, the selection of NB becomes a trade-off between hardware complexity and the
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Fig. 9. Effect of NB on the exact downlink PEB with NR = 144, NT ∈ {64, 144}, for LOS and LOS+C, at CDF = 0.9.
coverage area up to a certain value of NB, where more beams do not necessarily assist the
localization. This relationship is highlighted in Fig. 9 for PEB values across the space, at a
CDF of 90% (similar results hold for the OEB, not shown). It can be seen that at a small NB,
the bounds are high, but as NB increases, the bounds start to decrease due to better coverage.
However, as NB continues to increase, the bounds reach a floor and adding more beams only
adds more complexity while providing negligible improvement. To see why, recall that the
total transmitted power over the sector is fixed. So, starting with a small NB and increasing it
gradually improves the coverage, while reducing the power per beam. Eventually, beams start to
overlap, but this does not improve the performance because the power impinging on a certain
area remains approximately constant. This means that NB should be selected as a function of the
beamwidth, which is in turn a function of NT. For instance, considering NT ∈ {64, 144}, beams
with NT = 64 are wider4 than NT = 144. Therefore, smaller NB is required to provide full area
coverage when NT = 64. More specifically, it is sufficient to have 16 beams when NT = 64,
compared to 25 beams in the case of NT = 144. However, it should be noted that while a higher
NT provides narrower beams and necessitates more beams for coverage, it provides higher array
gain, i.e., higher SNR due to scaling with γ in (49), hence, lower PEB and OEB. This conclusion
manifests in Fig. 9, in that the use of 144 antennas attains a lower floor than 64 antennas.
E. Downlink vs. Uplink Comparison
We now compare uplink and downlink in terms of: (i) UE orientation; (ii) number of transmit
antennas; (iii) number of receive antennas. We recall that for the downlink transmitter (BS) has
4From [25], a URA is considered as two ULAs in orthogonal directions. The half-power beamwidth in each direction is given
by HPBW = 2 sin−1
(
0.891
NT
)
. Thus, high NT leads to small HPBW.
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Fig. 10. CDF of the PEB over the entire sector, for uplink and downlink, with different orientation angles.
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Fig. 11. CDF of the OEB over the entire sector, for uplink and downlink, with different orientation angles.
a known position and orientation, while for the uplink transmitter (UE) they are unknown.
1) UE Orientation impact on PEB and OEB: Considering Fig. 10, the CDF of PEB is shown
for uplink and downlink with two different UE orientation angles. Recall that in the downlink,
the UE is a receiver, where no beamforming is assumed. In that sense, and for the sake of
computing the bounds regardless of the processing at the receiver, we assume that the receiver
is equipped with isotropic antenna elements. Therefore, the downlink PEB is independent of
the UE orientation, the downlink PEB is identical in both 0◦ and 10◦ orientation cases. On the
contrary, the uplink PEB is highly dependent on the UE orientation: beamforming from the UE is
performed in fixed directions in the UE reference frame. Depending on the UE location, beams
may miss the BS. With 10◦ orientation, this happens more frequently, thus degrading the PEB.
Finally, although in Fig. 10 the uplink with 0◦ orientation outperforms the downlink, this is not
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Fig. 12. Scaling of the PEB w.r.t NR for uplink and downlink LOS scenarios, at CDF = 0.9, with different orientation angles.
generally the case, since this depends on the choice of NR, as demonstrated below.
For the OEB in Fig. 11, downlink curves again coincide, with the uplink OEB for 0◦ yielding
similar performance. This is due to OEB being a function of DOA and DOD, which are
interchangeable when UE and BS have the same orientation. However, when the UE orientation
is 10◦, OEB is again degraded, similar to the PEB. Note that to improve the presentation, Figs. 10
and 11 are truncated to show the relevant values of PEB and OEB, respectively.
2) Effect of NR and NT: Fig. 12 shows the scaling effect of the PEB at 90% CDF for LOS,
which in line with Table I, implies that uplink and downlink have different scaling exponents.
This leads the two lines to cross at some value. So, regarding PEB, choosing NR on either side
of this crossing point dictates the outperforming scheme, uplink or downlink. Specifically, for
very large number of receive antennas, uplink PEB becomes far better than downlink PEB. With
reference to Table I and (42), downlink PEB ∝ 1√
NR
, while uplink PEB ∝
√
c1
NR
+ c2
N2R
, for some
constants c1, and c2 that depend on location, bandwidth, and path gain. For the uplink case,
the first term corresponds to CRLB(TOA), while the second term corresponds to CRLB(DOA),
from Fig. 12, it can be inferred that CRLB(TOA) is much smaller than CRLB(DOA) yielding
uplink PEB ∝ 1
NR
, which decays faster than PEB ∝ 1√
NR
. This also means that the estimation
of the UE location is limited by the estimation of the angles rather than the range.
From Table I, however, the OEB scaling is different than PEB. This is confirmed by the results
of the OEB at 90% CDF for LOS shown in Fig. 13. It can be seen that for relatively large NR,
OEB scales of 1/
√
NR, while for small NR, it scales of 1/NR, in both uplink and downlink.
Finally, we discuss the effect of NT on the PEB shown in Fig. 14 (similar OEB results are
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observed, not shown). Both PEB and OEB scale non-linearly with NT. Small NT results in bad
performance due to less spatial resolution and lower SNR. As NT increases, the SNR increases
but the beamwidth decreases. At a certain point, the beams become too narrow and bounds start
to worsen. Both uplink and downlink suffer from this effect, but it is more severe in the uplink.
F. Summary of Results
Focusing on outdoor scenarios, our simulations of the approximate approach under mmWave
assumptions showed that when NR = 100 and NT = 16, the paths are resolvable in the
space domains, and the multipath components can be considered orthogonal. Moreover, our
investigations implied that NLOS clusters improve the localization when a LOS path exists.
Particularly, we observed that reflectors provide modest PEB improvement for some locations,
while scatterers provide small PEB decrease for more locations. Our analysis of the impact of the
NB and NT showed that although smaller NT provide better coverage due to the wider beams,
larger NT provides higher SNR, leading to lower PEB and OEB. We also observed that PEB
and OEB are more sensitive to the orientation angle in the uplink than in the downlink. Finally,
we showed that under mmWave assumptions, PEB < 1 meters and OEB < 1◦ are feasible for
BS-UE separation of up to 50 m.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we considered mmWave localization performance limits in terms of PEB and
OEB, for uplink and downlink localization with arbitrary array geometries in multipath environ-
ments. We obtained these bounds by transforming the FIM of the channel parameters that was
shown to be composed of three factors related to the receiver side, the transmitter side, and the
transmitted signals. Our investigations of an approximate approach under mmWave assumptions
showed that if the number of receive antennas is very high, or if the bandwidth is very large, the
paths are resolvable in either the time or space domains, and the multipath components can be
considered orthogonal. Consequently, the total FIM is the sum of the FIM of individual paths.
We also derived closed-form expressions for single-path PEB and OEB, and showed that OEB is
a function of the CRLB of the DOA and DOD, while PEB is a function of the CRLB of the TOA
and the CRLB of the BS angles (DOD in the downlink, and DOA in the uplink). We showed
that the uplink and downlink are not identical. Finally, although having many receive antennas
is more beneficial in uplink than in downlink localization, the former is generally harder since
transmit beamforming at UE may point towards directions not useful for localization.
APPENDIX A
EXACT CHANNEL PARAMETERS FIM SUBMATRICES
Taking the derivative of (11) with respect to the unknown parameters, we can write
∂µϕ
∂θR,m
= −j
√
NRNTEsβmK˜R,maR,ma
H
T,mFs(t− τm), (44a)
∂µϕ
∂θT,m
= j
√
NRNTEsβmaR,ma
H
T,mK˜T,mFs(t− τm), (44b)
∂µϕ
∂φR,m
= −j
√
NRNTEsβmP˜R,maR,ma
H
T,mFs(t− τm), (44c)
∂µϕ
∂φT,m
= j
√
NRNTEsβmaR,ma
H
T,mP˜T,mFs(t− τm), (44d)
∂µϕ
∂βR,m
= −j ∂µϕ
∂βI,m
=
√
NRNTEsaR,ma
H
T,mFs(t− τm), (44e)
∂µϕ
∂τm
=
√
NRNTEsβmaR,ma
H
T,mF
∂s(t− τm)
∂τm
, (44f)
where K˜R,m and P˜R,m are as defined in (III-A). K˜T,m and P˜T,m are defined similarly by replacing
the subscript R by T. Defining γ , NRNTNsEs/N0, then for 1 ≤ u, v ≤M , from (10) we write
[JθRθR ]u,v =
1
N0
To∫
0
<
{
∂µHϕ
∂θR,u
∂µϕ
∂θR,v
}
dt = γ<
{
β∗uβv[R0]u,va
H
R,uK˜R,uK˜R,vaR,va
H
T,vFF
HaT,u
}
(45)
where
∫ To
0
s(t− τv)sH(t− τu) = Ns[R0]u,vINB , and
[R0]u,v ,
To∫
0
s`(t− τv)s∗`(t− τu)dt =
W/2∫
−W/2
|P (f)|2e−j2pif∆τuvdf, (46)
where ∆τuv = τv− τu. Note that in (45), the fact that aHbcHd = cHdaHb is used, and that (46)
follows from Parseval’s theorem. Rearranging (45) to
[JθRθR ]u,v = γ<
{
(β∗ua
H
R,uK˜R,uK˜R,vaR,vβv)(a
H
T,vFF
HaT,u)[R0]u,v
}
, (47)
then, denoting the Hadamard product by  and using the notation in (III-A), we rewrite JθRθR
JθRθR = <
{
(BHKHRKRB) (AHTFFHAT)T R0
}
. (48)
The other sub-matrices of (9) can be similarly obtained as
JθTθT = γ<{(BHAHRARB) (KHTFFHKT)T R0}, (49a)
JφRφR = γ<{(BHPHRPRB) (AHTFFHAT)T R0}, (49b)
JφTφT = γ<{(BHAHRARB) (PHTFFHPT)T R0}, (49c)
JβRβR = JβIβI = <{(AHRAR) (AHTFFHAT)T R0}, (49d)
Jττ = γ<{(BHAHRARB) (AHTFFHAT)T R2}, (49e)
JθRθT = γ={j(BHKRHARB) (KHTFFHAT)T R0}, (49f)
JθRφR = γ<{(BHKHRPRB) (AHTFFHAT)T R0}, (49g)
JθRφT = γ={j(BHKRHARB) (PHTFFHAT)T R0}, (49h)
JθTφR = γ={j(BHAHRPRB) (AHTFFHKT)T R0}, (49i)
JθTφT = γ<{(BHAHRARB) (PHTFFHKT)T R0}, (49j)
JφRφT = γ={j(BHPHRARB) (PHTFFHAT)T R0}, (49k)
JβRβI = γ<{j(AHRAR) (AHTFFHAT)T R0}, (49l)
JθRτ = γ<{j(BHKHRARB) (AHTFFHAT)T R1}, (49m)
JθTτ = γ={(BHAHRARB) (AHTFFHKT)T R1}, (49n)
JφRτ = γ<{j(BHPHRARB) (AHTFFHAT)T R1}, (49o)
JφTτ = γ={(BHAHRARB) (AHTFFHPT)T R1}, (49p)
JθRβI + jJθRβR = −γ (BHKHRAR) (AHTFFHAT)T R0, (49q)
JθTβI + jJθTβR = γ (B
HAHRAR) (AHTFFHKT)T R0, (49r)
JφRβI + jJφRβR = −γ (BHPHRAR) (AHTFFHAT)T R0, (49s)
JφTβI + jJφTβR = γ (B
HAHRAR) (AHTFFHPT)T R0, (49t)
JβRτ + jJβIτ = γ (A
HARB) (AHTFFHAT)T R1, (49u)
where, similar to R0 the elements of R1 and R2 are given by
[R1]u,v ,
To∫
0
∂s`(t− τv)
∂τv
s∗`(t− τu)dt =
W/2∫
−W/2
2pif |P (f)|2e−j2pif∆τuvdf, (50)
[R2]u,v ,
To∫
0
∂s`(t− τv)
∂τv
∂s∗`(t− τu)
∂τu
dt =
W/2∫
−W/2
(2pif)2|P (f)|2e−j2pif∆τuvdf. (51)
APPENDIX B
CRLBS OF SINGLE-PATH PARAMETERS
Evaluating the submatrices in (49) for the single-path case (M = 1) then using the notation
introduced in Section III-C to simplify presentation, it can be seen that
CRLB(τ) , 1
Jττ
=
1
4γpi2|β|2GW 2eff
. (52)
Moreover, the FIM of ϕθ,φ,β , [θR, θT, φR, φT, βR, βI]T can be obtained as
Jθ,φ,β , γ|β|2
 A U
UT C
 = γ|β|2

RθG 0 Xθ,φG 0 0 0
0 Tθ 0 Y
′
θ,φ S1 U1
Xθ,φG 0 RφG 0 0 0
0 Y ′θ,φ 0 Tφ S2 U2
0 S1 0 S2
G
|β|2 0
0 U1 0 U2 0
G
|β|2

, (53)
where S1 , −={βVθ}/|β|2, U1 , <{βVθ}/|β|2, S2 , −={βVφ}/|β|2, and U2 , <{βVφ}/|β|2.
Then, we compute the CRLBs of DOA and DOD using their EFIM as
Jeθ,φ = A−UC−1UT = γ|β|2

RθG 0 Xθ,φG 0
0 Lθ
G
0
Yθ,φ
G
Xθ,φG 0 RφG 0
0
Yθ,φ
G
0
Lφ
G
 . (54)
To simplify the inverse computation, we utilize the independence between DOA and DOD to
re-order Jeθ,φ to write (55), from which (26) follow.
CRLB (θR, φR) =
1
γ|β|2G
 Rθ Xθ,φ
Xθ,φ Rφ
−1 , (55a)
CRLB (θT, φT) =
G
γ|β|2
 Lθ Yθ,φ
Yθ,φ Lφ
−1 , (55b)
APPENDIX C
NON-ZERO ELEMENTS OF Υ
For the LOS case, it can be shown that
∂φUE,1
∂φ0
=
−p′2x cos θ0 + (py cosφ0 − px sinφ0)p′y
p′2x + p′2y
,
∂φUE,1
∂θ0
= − p
′
xp
′
z
p′2x + p′2y
,
∂φUE,1
∂p
= (r2r
T
1 − r1rT2 )
p
p′2x + p′2y
,
∂φBS,1
∂p
=
[−py, px, 0]T
p2x + p
2
y
,
∂θBS,1
∂p
=
[pxpz, pypz,−(p2x + p2y)]T
‖p‖
√
p2x + p
2
y
,
∂θUE,1
∂φ0
=
p′x sin θ0√
p′2x + p′2y
,
∂θUE,1
∂θ0
= − p
′
y√
p′2x + p′2y
,
∂θUE,1
∂p
=
1√
p′2x + p′2y
(
r3 +
p′z
‖p‖p
)
.
∂τ1
∂p
=
p
c‖p‖ ,
(56)
where ri, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 is the ith column of R(θ0, φ0).
For the NLOS case, we use the similarity in (33), (35), and (37), to obtain, ∂φUE,m
∂φ0
, ∂φUE,m
∂θ0
,
∂φUE,m
∂p
, ∂θUE,m
∂φ0
, ∂θUE,m
∂θ0
, ∂θUE,m
∂p
, ∂τm
∂p
by replacing p and p′ in (56) with wm and w′m, receptively.
Note that in NLOS, ∂φBS,m
∂p
=
∂θBS,m
∂p
= 0. Finally, we obtain the following
∂φUE,m
∂qm
= −∂φUE,m
∂p
,
∂θUE,m
∂qm
= −∂θUE,m
∂p
,
∂φBS,m
∂qm
=
[−qm,y, qm,x, 0]T
q2m,x + q
2
m,y
,
∂θBS,m
∂qm
=
[qm,xqm,z, qm,yqm,z,−(q2m,x + q2m,y)]T
‖qm‖
√
q2m,x + q
2
m,y
,
∂τm
∂qm
=
qm
c‖qm‖ −
wm
c‖wm‖ ,
wm , p− qm
(57)
APPENDIX D
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2
We start by deriving the EFIM of the location parameters for the mth path. Then, we show
that the overall EFIM can be written as a summation of the individual EFIM. For the mth path,
J(m)o,p,qm = ΥmΛ
e
mΥ
T
m =
ΥmΛemΥTm ΥmΛemΥTm
ΥmΛ
e
mΥ
T
m ΥΛ
e
mΥ
T
 . (58)
Consequently, for o and p, by Schur’s complement,
J(m)o,p = ΥmΛ
e
mΥ
T
m −ΥmΛemΥ
T
m
(
ΥΛemΥ
T
)−1
ΥmΛ
e
mΥ
T
m. (59)
Recall that for m = 1 the second term above is undefined. Focusing on all the M paths, define
Υ ,

Υ1Υ2 · · · ΥM
0 Υ2 · · · 0
...
... . . .
...
0 0 · · · ΥM
 , JeϕCH ,

Λe1 0 · · · 0
0 Λe2 · · · 0
...
... . . .
...
0 0 · · · ΛeM
 . (60)
Then from (28),
JϕL = ΥJ
e
ϕCH
ΥT =

∑M
m=1 ΥmΛ
e
mΥ
T
m Υ2Λ
e
2Υ
T
2 · · · ΥMΛeMΥ
T
M
Υ2Λ
e
2Υ
T
2 Υ2Λ
e
2Υ
T
2 · · · 0
...
... . . .
...
ΥMΛ
e
MΥ
T
M 0 · · · ΥMΛeMΥ
T
M
 .
By Schur’s Complement and using (59), it is easy to verify that
Jeo,p =
M∑
m=1
ΥmΛ
e
mΥ
T
m −
M∑
m=2
ΥmΛ
e
mΥ
T
m
(
ΥmΛ
e
mΥ
T
m
)−1
ΥmΛ
e
mΥ
T
m,=
M∑
m=1
J(m)o,p . (61)
APPENDIX E
CLOSED-FORM PEB AND OEB FOR LOS-ONLY
To find the LOS SOEB and SPEB in a closed form, we note that
J−1o,p =
(
ΥΛe1Υ
T
)−1
=
(
Υ−1
)T
(Λe1)
−1 Υ−1 =
(
∂ϕTL
∂ϕCH
)T
(Λe1)
−1
(
∂ϕTL
∂ϕCH
)
, (62)
where the rightmost term is obtained by the inverse function theorem [35]. Consequently,
SPEB = Tr
{(
∂pT
∂ϕCH
)T
(Λe1)
−1
(
∂pT
∂ϕCH
)}
. (63a)
SOEB = Tr
{(
∂oT
∂ϕCH
)T
(Λe1)
−1
(
∂oT
∂ϕCH
)}
. (63b)
Dropping the LOS subscript “1” and using spherical coordinates, we write
p = cτ
[
cosφBS sin θBS, sinφBS sin θBS, cos θBS
]T
. (64)
For the uplink, ϕCH = [θBS, θUE, φBS, φUE, τ ]T (Section IV-A1). Therefore, it follows that
(
∂pT
∂ϕCH
)T
= c

τ cosφBS cos θBS 0 −τ sinφBS sin θBS 0 cosφBS sin θBS
τ sinφBS cos θBS 0 τ cosφBS sin θBS 0 sinφBS sin θBS
−τ sin θBS 0 0 0 cos θBS
 (65)
Defining σ2xx and σ
2
xy, x, y ∈ {θR, θT, φR, φT, τ}, as respectively the CRLB of x, and the covari-
ance of x and y, then from Appendix B, we can write the uplink EFIM as
(Λe1)
−1 =

σ2θBSθBS 0 σ
2
θBSφBS
0 0
0 σ2θUEθUE 0 σ
2
θUEφUE
0
σ2θBSφBS 0 σ
2
φBSφBS
0 0
0 σ2θUEφUE 0 σ
2
φUEφUE
0
0 0 0 0 σ2ττ

. (66)
Substituting in (63a), and simplifying the results yield
SPEB = ‖p‖2σ2θBSθBS + ‖p‖2 sin2 θBSσ2φBSφBS + c2σ2ττ . (67)
To obtain downlink SPEB, we need to exchange columns 1 and 3 with 2 and 4 in (65),
respectively, while concurrently swapping the role of BS and UE angles in (66). Eventually,
this leads to the same SPEB expression in (67).
We now focus on the SOEB. From the properties of spherical coordinates,
cosφUE =
p′x
‖p‖ sin θUE = −
rT1 p
‖p‖ sin θUE =⇒ cos(φ0 − φBS) = −
cosφUE sin θUE
sin θBS
. (68)
Differentiating both sides w.r.t to θBS, we have
− sin(φ0 − φBS) ∂φ0
∂θBS
= −cosφUE sin θUE
sin2 θBS
cos θBS. (69)
Consequently, using (68) we obtain,
∂φ0
∂θBS
= cot θBS cot(φ0 − φBS). (70)
Similarly, it can be shown that,
∂φ0
∂θUE
=
cosφUE cos θUE
sin θBS sin(φ0 − φBS) ,
∂φ0
∂φBS
= 1,
∂φ0
∂φUE
= − sinφUE sin θUE
sin θBS sin(φ0 − φBS) . (71)
On the other hand, we have
cos θUE =
−rT3 p
‖p‖ = sin θ0 sin θBS sin(φ0 − φBS)− cos θ0 cos θBS, (72)
Similarly, differentiating and simplifying the results yield
∂θ0
∂θBS
=
∂φ0
∂θBS
∂θ0
∂φBS
− tan(θ0) sin(φ0 − φBS) + tan(θBS)
tan(θ0) + tan(θBS) sin(φ0 − φBS) , (73a)
∂θ0
∂θUE
= − sin(θUE) + sin(θ0) sin(θBS) cos(φ0 − φBS)
∂φ0
∂θUE
sin(θBS) cos(θ0) sin(φ0 − φBS) + sin(θ0) cos(θBS) , (73b)
∂θ0
∂φBS
= − tan(θBS) tan(θ0) cos(φ0 − φBS)
tan(θ0) + tan(θBS) sin(φ0 − φBS) , (73c)
∂θ0
∂φUE
=
∂θ0
∂φBS
∂φ0
∂φUE
. (73d)
Note that both ∂θ0
∂τ
and ∂φ0
∂τ
are zeros. Therefore, SOEB is a weighted sum of the angular bounds.
Recalling that ∂o = [∂θ0, ∂φ0]T, SOEB can be written from (63b) in the form
SOEB =
∥∥∥∥ ∂o∂θBS
∥∥∥∥2 σ2θBSθBS + ∥∥∥∥ ∂o∂θUE
∥∥∥∥2 σ2θUEθUE + ∥∥∥∥ ∂o∂φBS
∥∥∥∥2 σ2φBSφBS + ∥∥∥∥ ∂o∂φUE
∥∥∥∥2 σ2φUEφUE
+ 2
(
∂oT
∂θBS
∂o
∂φBS
)
σ2θBSφBS + 2
(
∂oT
∂θUE
∂o
∂φUE
)
σ2θUEφUE . (74)
Note that applying the column swapping procedure, described after (67), to obtain the downlink
SPEB leads to the same expression as (74), hence (74) is valid for both the uplink and downlink.
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